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ABSTRACT: The devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina is still being felt by many neighborhoods
of New Orleans and along the Gulf Coast. As these communities struggle to recover, academia has
been forced to acknowledge that there is little known or theorized about the spatial processes of
recovery, especially at the fine scale. As a result this paper will investigate how post-disaster landscape
characteristics can be extracted from spatial video data for neighborhoods of New Orleans. These
will be turned into a statistical surface using analytical approaches more commonly applied in spatial
epidemiology. Spatial patterns of abandonment and recovery will be identified that can be used as a
basis for a next round of causative investigation. The paper finds that by using the spatial overlap of
four different analyses involving two different data input locations and two filter sizes, the Holy Cross
neighborhood of New Orleans does indeed reveal areas with higher rates of recovery, and continuing abandonment. However, even within these areas, spatial heterogeneity can be found. This paper
uses Google Street View to mirror spatial video data collected in participatory collaborations with
New Orleans community groups so that readers can replicate the methods presented here for other
neighborhoods of New Orleans.
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Introduction

n August and September 2005, Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita (from this point on referred
to as Katrina) made landfall, leaving in their
wake massive loss of life, property, business,
and community (Cefalu et al. 2006; Hartman
and Squires 2006; Kunreuther 2006; Madrid
et al. 2006). Unfortunately, as of the summer
of 2009, many neighborhoods in Orleans and
St Bernard Parish were still struggling to reestablish themselves, the few returnees being
faced with multiple abandoned and overgrown
properties, lost neighbors and churches (and
therefore social support networks), and severely
limited infrastructure (Holzer and Lerman
2006; Penner and Ferdinand 2009). This disaster has illustrated existing disparities between
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communities in New Orleans, and how these
social impediments also become hindrances to
recovery (Vale and Campanella 2005; Bullard
and Wright 2009). We should also acknowledge
how little we understand about the recovery process from a spatial perspective. There have been
few data-driven spatial analyses at the street and
neighborhood scale of who returns, why they
return, and what patterns result. This paper will
not provide explanations or causations of the
fine-scale processes involved but rather suggest
a methodological framework needed to begin
the discourse.

The Spatial Analysis of Recovery
Although post-disaster recovery has received
attention by academics (Haas et al. 1977; Wright
et al. 1979; Comerio 1998; Alesh et al. 2009),
fine-scale spatial analysis of the processes
involved has been lagging for a number of reasons, though mainly because data are not widely
available (Duval-Diop and Rose 2008; Mills
2008). Utility or mail service delivery data and
other proprietary data collected by contractors
could provide spatial insight in some cases, but
they are extremely hard to obtain, resulting in
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difficulties in performing confirmatory analyses by researchers. Consequently, advances or
insights cannot be built upon,
or even translated to other locations. Other data, such as building permits hold more promise
as an accessible point-level
source for change. However, all
of these data only tell one part
of the return/abandonment
story; they do not describe the
visual impact on neighborhoods
and the stress returnees have to
deal with.
A second problem is the spatial
scale at which data are available.
There are some excellent data
reporting bodies and warehouses
associated with Katrina and New
Orleans, such as the Greater New
Orleans Community Data Center
and the LSU Clearinghouse
Cooperative (Mills et al. 2008).
However they do not release finescale residential data for confidentiality reasons. Data released
by zip code, by census enumeration unit (Liu and Plyer 2008), or
even for an entire “neighborhood”
such as the Lower 9th Ward have
severe limitations (Duval-Diop et
al. 2010; Grubesic et al. 2006),
not least of which is that nuances
in disaster exposure (e.g., depth
of flooding) could be missed Figure 1. Neighborhoods of New Orleans. This map identifies several of the
at the neighborhood scale. For neighborhoods in proximity to Holy Cross, the subject of this paper. The boundary
example, zip code 70177 shown for Zip code 70117 is also displayed to show how inappropriate data available
in Figure 1 contains parts of eight at this scale is for fine scale recovery analyses because of its spatial mismatch
different, commonly referenced with neighborhood areas.
“neighborhoods,” including the
be available at an appropriate scale, for multiple
Lower 9th Ward and Holy Cross,
time
periods, and with easy accessibility for both
the subject of this paper (Curtis 2008). Not having
researchers
and community groups alike. This is
fine-scale data is problematic as many of the local
not
to
say
that
other local area spatial analyses
processes either impeding or promoting recovery
of
recovery
data
are not warranted, even if they
work at the sub-neighborhood level (for example
use
propriety
data
or are for one time period. As
a church stimulating the recovery in the block surpreviously
mentioned,
our understanding of the
rounding it). It is therefore imperative to be able
recovery
process
is
limited,
and any additional
to analyze abandonment and recovery at a finer
investigation
that
might
reveal
spatial patterns
scale, ideally by home and street segment.
or
trends
would
be
welcome
(Mills
2008).
Also, in order to be an effective measure of neighGiven
this
need
for
fine
scale-spatial
analyses of
borhood change, data must be collected during
recovery
data,
our
objectives
in
this
paper
are to:
multiple time periods as recovery is longitudinal
1.
Provide
an
effective
template
for
encoding
and not just cross-sectional. In order to develop
“recovery” data from collection / acquisition to a
a fine-scale spatial recovery theory, data need to
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statistical surface suitable for analysis, and one
that is transferable between neighborhoods and
disasters; and
2. Use spatial analysis to identify area patterns with
substantialabandonmentandintra-neighborhood
high rates of returnee re-occupancy.

The Need for Collecting
Fine-Scale Recovery Data
Community groups are often able to describe
the unevenness of recovery in their neighborhoods but are rarely able to support these observations with quantifiable analyses. To do this,
data are needed which reflect fine-scale updates
of the actual rebuilding progress. In other
words, data which highlight the connection at a
neighborhood level between city redevelopment
efforts, state housing repair programs, and the
actual rebuilding of homes on a city street. The
number of properties which remain blighted or
abandoned is a powerful means of assessing the
actual progress on the ground, and the impact
of slow recovery programs on neighborhood
rebuilding. A map of blight or recovery would
be a particularly useful tool for informing policymakers about recovery efforts, especially if it
were to map data from multiple time periods for
comparison.
If community groups are involved in data collection needed to generate such maps, then not
only will the geographic scale and location be
appropriate for their needs, but they will also be
contributing directly to the recovery. Empowering
communities in this way is imperative for their
resilience (Richards and Dalbey 2006; Petersen
et al. 2006). As an example of one such collaboration between Churches Supporting Churches
(CSC) and the Department of Geography at the
University of Southern California (USC), returnees
were mapped at the individual property level in
the Lower 9th Ward for the period 2007 to 2009.
These data were also incorporated by PolicyLink
into maps showing the rebuilding gap, i.e., the difference in dollar value between the compensation
an owner has received and the amount required
to fully rebuild.
Although there are different datasets available
which can be used to capture residence-level recovery (and abandonment), such as postal delivery
data or utility use, they are often hard to acquire
by neighborhood associations. In addition, they
may not capture visually the extent of blight on
the street. For these reasons, data collected by the
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CSC and USC team utilized spatially encoded
video. There is considerable precedent for using
visual assessments of the built environment, with
videography previously being used by sociologists
to rate observed incivilities in the built environment (Sampson and Raudenbush 1999), and Red
Cross still uses visual damage assessment to code
post-disaster buildings (Curtis et al. 2007).
TheCSC/USC recovery assessment approach
used multiple video cameras aboard a vehicle and
synched to a global positioning system encoding
a continuous coordinate stream onto the audio
track of each tape. Cameras were placed around
the vehicle, but they primarily captured the right
and left sides of the street. After post-processing
data were extracted into a GIS, either as points or
attached to digitized building footprints (Curtis
et al. 2009).
The data collection team involved a community
representative providing a vehicle and a driver and
selecting the route. The representative provided
commentary on the landscape as it was videotaped.
The neighborhood group thus had a major input
on where data should be collected, and in the data
collection process in general. The maps generated
were used to identify abandonment, rebuilding
and recovery, and, importantly, quantifiable scales
of each. In addition other elements of the postdisaster landscape were extracted from the video,
such as the amount of vegetation overgrowth, the
continuing presence of search and rescue markings,
visible signs of infrastructure disrepair (especially
quality of roads), the state of physical anchors of
social networks (e.g., local stores and churches),
and whether abandoned buildings were secured or
not. In some instances, data were used by external
organizations assisting the neighborhood, such
as PolicyLink, which combined the spatial video
output with other information to help provide
a more holistic assessment of community needs
(Duval-Diop et al. 2010).
Spatial video data can also be used by researchers to advance our understanding of the spatial
process of recovery. In order to achieve this, and
likewise to provide community groups with quantifiable outcomes from the video, a method is
required to turn images encoded with coordinates
into a statistical surface which can be analyzed for
patterns. This information would be helpful to
answer the question of whether rebuilding occurs
more frequently within “returnee” areas compared to
“abandoned” city-blocks?
As local area analyses of point data are commonly
applied in spatial epidemiological investigations,
it is useful to borrow for this research techniques
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more commonly applied to morbidity and mortality
data. For example, local exploration of spatial data
could be accomplished by smoothing point level
information (usually individual addresses) into
continuous rates using a window / filter / kernel
(filter from this point on). This technique makes it
possible for spatial patterns to be identified without
the artificial breaks imposed by choropleth mapping
of political units. In a fine-scale recovery example,
a smoothed rate surface would show abandonment
or return changes within a neighborhood, and
not just between neighborhoods.
There are several spatial models or methods of
smoothing which can be applied to parcel / property level data (Fotheringham 1997; Fotheringham
1998; Ozdenerol et al. 2005; Wheeler 2007; Grady
and Enander 2009). Kernel density smoothing
has previously been used on different spatial
video surfaces for various neighborhoods of New
Orleans, and the results were visualized as contours
or as inverted floating clouds (Curtis et al. 2009).
Though visually arresting, these surfaces do not
offer the same degree of explanatory or investigative potential as DMAP (Disease Mapping and
Analysis Program) software (Rushton et al. 1997),
a model which has successfully been applied to
find local area patterns in infant mortality and
cancer data (Rushton and Lolonis 1996; Rushton
et al. 2004).

Methods
In order to be able to apply local area analysis
techniques to spatial video data, we must first be
able to turn the visual information into a quantifiable score for each location. Initial mapping of
the spatial video data for neighborhoods of New
Orleans employed a 10-point scale of damage
assessment (an example can be seen in McCarthy
et al. 2008). Although this provides a detailed
description of the visual condition of a building,
it was found that the variation between people
encoding data meant a simpler categorization
was required. As a result, a four-point scale was
developed and validated for the encoding of
recovery data. Under the new attribute extraction scheme, each building is assigned a score
of 1, 2, 3, or 4, where 1 = visibly abandoned,
2 = cleared lot, 3 = visibly rebuilding, and 4
= returned. These four categories capture the
important elements of a fine-scale “recovering
neighborhood,” i.e., properties which have not
been returned to or which do not show any sign
of return; parcels where some additional action
48

of the resident has occurred, resulting in the
demolition of the property; parcels where the
action of return is displayed (these should also
correspond to building permits, or rather a subsection of permits where the intention is acted
on); and returnees. Using this simple scale, multiple-time periods can also be cross-compared
for the same neighborhood to identify locational
changes in category (abandoned to rebuilding,
rebuilding to returnee, possibly even returnee to
re-abandoned).
Category 1 is further subdivided into three subcategories (2, 5 and 10), where 2 = abandoned
but no visible signs of disrepair, 5 = obvious signs
of abandonment (for example, broken / boarded
windows), and 10 = extreme signs of abandonment (for example, broken windows, a collapsed
roof, and severe vegetation overgrowth). Although
there is a continuum between 5 and 10, testing
and cross-comparison between different encoders found that the distinction between these two
categories had a high degree of consistency.
Figure 2 provides examples for each category
from a June 2009 data collection trip to New
Orleans. Images “A” to “E” would all have initially been encoded as “1,” meaning they were not
occupied. However, in the second sub-categorization, “A” would have scored “2” because it looks
completely rebuilt and habitable, but there is no
obvious evidence of a returnee family. Images “B”
and “C” would have scored a “5” because both
show visible damage, search and rescue markings,
and boarded windows. They do not approach the
levels of damage for “D” or “E” which would have
scored a “10”. Images “F” and “G” show clear evidence of rebuilding (with work teams visible) and,
therefore, they would have scored “3”. Image “H”
implies the presence of a returnee and would thus
score a “4”—one piece of compelling evidence of
occupancy are the manicured flower beds.
In order to spatially explore these data, we have
to translate the video into an attribute score per
property and assign this value to a single coordinate. One approach is to digitize building outlines from a high resolution aerial photograph,
and add the property score to the attribute table
of each polygon before placing a point within
the polygon. This point is linked to the attribute
table. A methodological consideration is, should
the point be each building center or should it
be a measure of how many families live in each
structure, represented by a point on a front door?
In Louisiana, one common architectural style is
the “shotgun house,” a single-floor structure split
along its length into two homes. To what degree
Cartography and Geographic Information Science

Figure 2. Examples of the visual recovery scale.
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will our final hotspot surface change for this type
of a home, given the two different inputs? Frontdoor data are more representative of the number
of families affected, but in terms of visual stressors, does a damaged partitioned building have a
greater value than a single structure?
A second methodological question is what should
the correct filter size be? In general, the larger
the filter, the smoother the surface (reducing variability from the data), but also revealing less local
detail (Silverman 1978; Rushton et al. 2004). One
solution is to use adaptive filters which let data
density drive the spatial extent. For this paper,
however, two underlying geographic rationales
were employed based on the neighborhood under
investigation. The first of these covered the average block face (the homes on both sides of the
same street segment, approximately 50 m), and
the second covered each block and its associated
block faces (approximately 100 m) (see Figure 3).
Work with the community groups had established
that patterns of spatial recovery often manifest
themselves at this scale, with the actions of immediate neighbors being important on the decision to
return and rebuild, or even to re-abandon. Again,
the question asked is, “To what degree will our
final hotspot surface change given these variations
in filter size?” To sum up, in order to spatially
explore the neighborhood recovery surface using
spatial video data, attributes are extracted into a
GIS using a four-point categorization scheme. The
attributes are assigned to two different building
points, and for two different scales (filter sizes)
of analysis.
As previously mentioned, the model chosen for
identifying spatial patterns of recovery in Holy
Cross was DMAP (Rushton and Lolonis 1996).
The basic premise of DMAP is a grid imposed
over the study area, then a filter is placed on every
grid node and a rate is calculated within each. As
long as the filter radius is greater than half the
distance between nodes (and it usually far exceeds
this), the rate calculated for each filter will involve
points used in multiple rate calculations. As a
result, the locations of numerator (for example
returnee homes) and denominator (for example
all homes) points create a smooth surface rather
than one truncated by political boundaries.
In general, the larger the radius of the filter, the
more points are included in the rate calculation
and the smoother (and less volatile) the final surface tends to be. The output from DMAP consists
of a grid with a rate calculation attached to each
i

node. Under normal epidemiological investigations a second part of the analysis involves a Monte
Carlo simulation to assess the significance of these
rates—in effect the probability of each denominator becoming a numerator is used to create a
simulated rate surface (Rushton et al. 2004). In
this respect, recovery data differ from the search
for disease hotspots as it is the overall rate pattern
that interests us.
Although spatial video data has been collected
for several neighborhoods of New Orleans, for the
purposes of this paper, Google Street View (GSV)i
was chosen as an information source. The video
information from both sources is similar, although
there are some physical differences such as GSV
offering a broader field of vision while spatial
video has higher-resolution imagery. However, these
differences are not notable enough to affect the
methodology presented in this paper, and as a result,
the reader has the ability to replicate the analyses
in other neighborhoods of New Orleans (or other
post-disaster landscapes captured by GSV).

The Study
Holy Cross (seen in Figure 1) was chosen as the
neighborhood of investigation because it suffered both flooding and other storm damage,
had mortalities associated with the storm and its
aftermath, and continues to have large sections
of abandoned property but has a strong neighborhood association and returnee families. In
other words, it typifies a New Orleans neighborhood struggling towards normalcy.
Building footprints were digitized in Arc Map
9.3 from high-resolution aerial photography. GSV
matched to each building location was coded using
the previously described score system. Each coding
score was added into the attribute table for each
building in the GIS (see Figure 2).
Coordinates were taken from the corners of the
Holy Cross neighborhood to create the input grid
for DMAP, with the resolution of the grid being
approximately 32 m between nodes. The attributes for each building were spatially joined to two
shapefiles—the point representing the centroid
of each building and the point representing the
front door of each building (see Figure 3). The
coordinates of these points were then used to calculate the numerator and denominator inputs
for DMAP. Numerators were the total number of
buildings reaching a threshold for investigation

These data were primarily collected in the Fall of 2007.
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For returnees, the scores of 25 percent and 50 percent were used as
thresholds for comparisons, meaning 25 percent (or 50 percent) of
all buildings were returned to. The
lower thresholds were selected due
to the paucity of returnees in the
neighborhood. These rates were
visualized using contours.

Results
Table 1 shows there were 435 total
grid points which were common
to each of the four DMAP models,
and where 50 percent or more
of the total buildings within the
filter had a damage score of “5”.
Because the total number of
grid points for each model type
is known too, using the building centroid and a 50 m filter as
an example a total of 639 nodes
were identified as reaching the
50 percent threshold. Sixty-eight
percent of the filter’s total grid
points (639) were common to all
four models. When the threshold
rose to 75 percent of buildings
having a damage score of “5” or
greater, using the centroid and
a 100 m filter produces the best
Figure 3. Detail of the spatial choices used in running DMAP. Examples result, with 11 of 19 (or 58 perof data points (centroid and front door) to be input into DMAP are shown. cent) of nodes falling in the comThe two filter sizes used in the analysis are also displayed. The 50 m filter binatory overlay.
was selected to cover all homes on one block face. The 100 m filter was When considering returnees at
selected to cover all homes on a block and each surrounding block face. The the 50 percent threshold (i.e., 50
overlay between the filter and block did not always coincide for every node, percent of all homes within the
though the two sizes still capture different spatial processes, the immediate filter must have been returned
to) using the building centroid
neighbors and the wider influencing neighboring area.
and a 100 m filter produces the
highest proportion of its output
(for example, damage is greater than or equal to a
(12 nodes) as being common to all four model
score of 5), and the denominator was all “proper”
types. However, this is only 20 percent of the
buildings (i.e., excluding sheds, garages, etc).
output, suggesting a high degree of spatial hetIn order to compare the rate surface for builderogeneity in the data producing considerable
ings having a damage score of “5” or greater, nodes
variation between models. This is even more
were selected for each of the four DMAP models
apparent when we reduce the threshold to 25
(two different point inputs and two different filter
percent, when the proportion of common nodes
sizes) which exceeded the 50 percent and 75 perlies between 42 and 44 percent for each of the
cent level.
four models.
This means that for a node to be included in the
In order to assess how much a single model
comparison, more than 50 percent (or 75 percent)
influenced the combinatory spatial output, the
of the buildings falling within each DMAP filter
number of common nodes for the remaining three
had to have a damage score of “5” or greater.
Vol. 37, No. 1
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Front Door &100m

50% Buildings
Scoring “5”

75% Buildings
Scoring “5”

50% Returnees

25% Returnees

435 of 826

11 of 118

12 of 73

164 of 382

Centroid & 100m

435 of 775

11 of 19

12 of 60

164 of 381

Front Door & 50m

435 of 668

11 of 230

12 of 140

164 of 372

Centroid & 50m

435 of 639

11 of 185

12 of 119

164 of 366

Table 1. Number of grid points common to each of the four models.

50% Buildings
Scoring “5”

75% Buildings
Scoring “5”

50% Returnees

25% Returnees

3 common

50 additional

13 additional

11 additional

23 additional

2 common

225 additional

12 additional

64 additional

130 additional

4 (falling outside)

10

5

0

14

3 (falling outside)

3

0

4

6

2 (falling outside)

69

2

11

73

Table 2. Common nodes for the reduced subset of models, and the number of nodes falling outside of the built area of
Holy Cross.
and then two models were calculated. In addition, the number of
nodes falling outside of the built
environment (especially on the
edges) was also recorded.
Table 2 can be interpreted as
follows: With a damage score of
“5” and a threshold of 50 percent, 50 nodes would be added
to the original 435 if only the
three remaining models were used
(in effect relaxing the analysis by
removing the centroid and 50
m filter). If only front door and
100 m and centroid and 100 m
were used, the total combined
number of nodes rose to 660
(435 + 225).
Table 2 shows that of the 435
nodes common to all four models,
and meeting the 50 percent threshold for damage “5”, only 10 nodes
(about 2 percent) fell outside our
area of interest. If the front door
and 100 m and centroid and 100
m models were used, the total
combined number of nodes would
have risen to 660, but as many as
69 (over 10 percent) would have
been outside the study area. There
is considerable variation across
the four different models, and this
variation increases based on the
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Figure 4. Patterns of recovery and blight in Holy Cross. This map displays the
combinatory surfaces of both returnees and visual damage. Four identifiable
areas of recovery can be seen on the map, three towards the west (A to B),
while a smaller cluster appears to the east (D). The center-left area of recovery
(C) might be an area worth further investigation as this also contains the
majority of the nodes reaching the 50 percent recovery threshold (not shown
on the map).
Cartography and Geographic Information Science

borhood not falling in the
recovery areas. Indeed, only
three nodes share both 50
percent of homes scoring
at least “5” damage and
having 25 percent of homes
being returned to (bottom
of Figure 4 A). It is evident
that the eastern side of Holy
Cross (Z in Figure 4) appears
to be in a worse general
condition, with the entire
area reaching the 50 percent
threshold, except for one
small section of recovery
(D in Figure 4).
Figure 4 also shows that
for some sections of the map,
recovery and blight are near
to each other, especially in
the east (A, B and X; C and
Y Areas mapped in Figure
4 are displayed in more
detail in Figures 5 and 6.
These two additional maps
show sections dominated
by blight (Figure 5) and
recovery (Figure 6).

Conclusion
Recovery from the effects
of a disaster can be a
prolonged process creating various concerns, not
least being the loss of culture and community, and
Figure 5. Detail of the eastern section of Holy Cross. This map shows area Z in Figure 4
the exacerbation of health
and the high concentration of damage there. The map shows each grid point meeting
disparities (Bullard and
the threshold of 50 percent or greater (meaning at least half the buildings within the
Wright 2009). Although
filter scored at least “5”). The higher percentages are found in the south western and
having effective recovery
north eastern section of the map. The map also identifies returnees, including the small
plans in place before a
returnee cluster seen in (D).
disaster strikes is important, it can be argued that,
degree of spatial heterogeneity in the original data.
not until we understand
However, when all four models are combined to
how a neighborhood will recover, the pre-event
reveal the shared pattern, a conservative surface is
planning process will be limited. A wide array of
generated that reveals spatial trends in abandonexternal influences affects recovery, but in this
ment and recovery that can be used for further
paper we focused on the finest of scales and how
investigation. Simply put, there are sections of
successes and impediments might be revealed as
Holy Cross where recovery appears to be occurpatterns on the landscape—just as other health
ring, while other sections remain stagnant.
investigations have begun to combine behavFigure 4 shows that areas with 5 percent and
ioral, built environment, and social linkages at
more damage occupy a large portion of the neighthe finest of scales in explaining health dispari-
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ties (Kawachi and Berkman 2000).
This developing research relies
on new, mobile forms of spatial
data collection which remove our
reliance on large census aggregations and secondary data in
general. In this paper, we used
the output from GSV (a proxy
for spatial video data) to show
how these data can be explored
for identifying spatial patterns in
recovery. This type of spatial analysis can help frame research questions such as why certain streets
lag behind, or, is there a diffusion
process of returnees? A combinatory overlay approach of output
produces spatial surfaces that,
albeit conservative, can be used
to identify sections of Holy Cross
where recovery and continuing
blight are concentrated.
Returning again to Figure 4, it
would be interesting to see if recovery
diffuses more quickly into blighted
areas proximate to recovering sections. For example, will Y recover
faster than Z because of the connections to B and C? One benefit
of using DMAP is that the output
of grid points can be used to show
spatial subtleties within each concentration as we attempt to answer
these questions. For example, each Figure 6. Detail of recovery for one section of Holy Cross. This map focuses
node can be queried for the per- on the main recovery area at the bottom center of Figure 4 (C). What is
centage of homes that have been interesting about this pattern is that recovery and blight appear to occupy
returned to, or the percentage of two distinct sections of the map. However on closer inspection the top right
homes with a damage score of “5” section of the map is a mix of both heavy blight (indicated by the nodes)
or greater, within 50 or 100 m (the and returnees. This would certainly be an area of Holy Cross to watch on
two filter radii). By performing the subsequent data collection trips to see how recovery progresses, and in
same analysis in a subsequent time what pattern.
period, it would be easy to compare the scores for each node, and
to recovery, such as crime locations. Figures 5
therefore quantify change in either direction. A
and 6 also display the degree of spatial heterogequestion for future research might be do the nodes
neity present within the neighborhood. In both
to the north of recovery area “C” still meet the
maps, a returnee’s home can be found next to an
same 50 percent threshold, and how much have
abandoned property scoring at least “5”. What
these rates changed?
are the implications in terms of day-to-day living
Grids facilitate other fine-scale data overlays.
experiences for this returnee? Other questions
For example, spatial regression can be used to
for future research might be: “Did the experiexplain patterns in the recovering landscape, based
ence of suffering through Katrina (proxies are
on the scores of the closest nodes linked to other
911 calls) result in higher abandonment scores?”
data from the period of the storm (mortality locaor, “Is there a spatial pattern between returnees,
tions, 911 calls, flood heights on homes), or more
blight and crime (victims and places for concealrecent surfaces known to act as an impediment
ment)?” And returning to one of the main factors
54
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leading to the use of spatial video, “Can patterns
in abandonment be linked to postdisaster health
problems, especially psychopathology?” In addition, a question that can only be answered using
a spatial video, “How do these patterns change
over time?”
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